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WHICH IS THE FAIREST COURT OF ALL?
THE CASE FOR A PRIVATE COURT SYSTEM
MICHAEL

I.

G.

LIFFRIG*

INTRODUCTION

This article details a private court system designed specifically to
resolve personal injury cases. This private system resolves cases quickly,
closing most personal injury cases sixty days after the claimant reaches
maximum medical improvement. The system emphasizes voluntary settlements, though the parties may make the results binding if they so wish.
Keeping the private court system fast and voluntary is important
because these qualities allow it to operate without jeopardizing either parties' legal rights. Parties unhappy with private court system's results are
not bound to accept them. If the parties choose not to accept the results
of the private court system, their formal rights are still intact. No deadlines are missed. They are free to litigate in the public court system, to
establish or protect whatever rights they claimed before entering the private system.
Speed is generated in this private system because the parties cooperate in sharing pertinent information in a forum called the information
exchange. In essence, the information exchange is the private court's
counterpart to the formal discovery procedures found in the public
courts.' Details about the information exchange are provided in Section
IIB.
Voluntary settlements are generated in the private system by using
two distinct settlement techniques: mediation and video trials. Mediation is used to resolve relatively modest conflicts, while video trials
(abbreviated jury trials) are used to resolve more intractable disputes.
Mediation is the private court's counterpart to settlements typically negotiated on the steps of the public court house; video trials are the private
court's counterpart to public jury trials. Details about the mediation process are provided in Section IIC; details about the video trials are provided in Section IID.
* B.A., 1977, Economics, University of North Dakota, Grand Forks, ND; J.D., 1985, University
of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI, 1985. Practicing mediator since 1978. Founder/owner of First Court,
Inc., with offices in Bismarck, North Dakota and Houston, Texas.
1. The information exchange is specifically designed for resolving disputes in this type of private
court system. No pretense is made that using the information exchange will result in an adequate
preparation for a formal, public trial. Rather, the premise is that this simplified discovery process
better suits the resolution processes available to those participating in a private court system. If the
case is not resolved in the private court system, then parties are free to pursue formal discovery in the
usual fashion.
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The fairness of the private court system is critically important to the
participants, potential participants, and to society as a whole. Section III
of this article contrasts the fairness of this private court system with the
fairness of the public court system. Finally, Section IV sets forth a limited
statistical profile for readers interested in how this private court system is
actually faring in the cold, cruel world of injured people, lawyers, and
claim adjusters.
II.

PRIVATE COURT OPERATIONS
A.

WHICH CASES BELONG IN THE PRIVATE COURT SYSTEM?

The private court system has been designed to work within the dayto-day world of plaintiff's attorneys, expensive experts, and busy insurance adjusters. Although this is an academic article, the private court system described is not an academic creation. It was designed to actually
resolve real personal injury cases in the shortest amount of time. The goal
is to improve the way lawyers and insurance carriers resolve their
disputes.
Of course, the real world of lawyers and adjusters is a complex social
creation. That means, among other things, that its dominant characteristic is inertia. Even casual students of the American litigation scene
understand that most cases will be resolved tomorrow the same way they
were resolved yesterday, i.e., by direct, voluntary negotiations between an
insurance adjuster and a plaintiff's lawyer. Thus, the operating assumption behind this private court system is that it will process only a small
percentage of the total personal injury disputes generated.
Direct, privately negotiated, voluntary settlements require no public
resources and are thus highly efficient from the perspective of the taxpayer. Such settlements proceed at a pace determined by the parties.
They produce voluntary settlements which, by definition, are acceptable
to both sides. This arrangement "isn't broke," and no ink need be spilled
in law review articles trying to fix it. Rather, the private court system only
operates in those cases in which such direct negotiations break down.
The initial step in the private court system is to make sure that both
sides have all the information needed to properly evaluate their case.
This is done through the information exchange. After getting the necessary information, the second and final step is to resolve the dispute. This
is usually done through mediation, video trials, and in some instances,
arbitration. The particular method depends upon the nature of the
dispute.
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THE INFORMATION EXCHANGE

The information exchange is the private court's answer to formal discovery. It consists of an information checklist,2 together with an early telephone conference call among the parties. 3 Parties use the information
checklist to organize their thoughts on exactly what they need to learn
from the other side in order to effectively evaluate their respective positions. The telephone conference call then allows the parties and the neutral4 to use common sense and cooperation to gather the necessary
information. 5
The information exchange has three functions: it gives the parties a
chance to cool down; it educates the neutral on the nature of the dispute;
and it saves time and money.
1. Cooling Down
Bear in mind that the private court system operates only in cases in
which direct negotiations between the parties have deadlocked. Reaching
an impasse is a frustrating experience which tends to bring out the worst
in most individuals. Thus, when a case first comes into the private court
system, the parties typically are not selflessly looking for helpful concessions that can be made in order to resolve the case. Rather, they are
bruised, and are often skeptical about the intelligence and perhaps the
integrity of their opponent.
Thus, the first order of business in the private court system is to
make sure that each of these bruised parties is thinking through their
2. The checklist used by First Court, Inc., which is an example of a private court, contains the
following items:
1. I need answers to the following Uniform Questions: [list].
2. I require the following documents, photographs, medical records and reports:[list].
3. People I must interview-in person [list]-by telephone [list]
4.

Experts: I need an evaluation of [person/issue] done by _

. My best judgment is

that such an evaluation will result in the following conclusions: [list]
5. Other information I need to evaluate this case: [list]
3. The conference call is scheduled as soon as all of the parties have completed the checklist and
provided a copy to a neutral party who presides over the case. The parties explain what information
they want, why they want it, and in what form they would like to get it. Although most of the cases
resolved by First Court, have not required such telephone conference calls, the average length for the
calls which have taken place is less than 30 minutes.
4. The neutral is a third party who works with the parties in gathering information and who
helps move the case toward resolution.
5. It is interesting to note the varying information "needs" of the different players in a typical
personal injury caseI
all of whom are well motivated professionals. On one end of the spectrum are
insurance adjusters and plaintiff's attorneys, who usually evaluate a file based on their intuition and
experience. From a neutral's perspective, they never let the facts stand in the way of their first
impressions. On the other end of the spectrum are defense attorneys, paid by the hour for
conducting formal discovery. Even the most experienced defense attorneys sometimes have a
difficult time coming up with an evaluation, no matter how many facts are available. The information
exchange stakes out a middle ground between these two extremes. On a case-by-case basis, the
exchange allows the parties to base their evaluations on something more than first impressions
without compelling them to leave no stone unturned.
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options in a rational manner. Instead of allowing their energy to inflame
the dispute, the private court system rechannels that energy, temporarily,
into the information exchange which is a safer area. The parties start to
build agreements on what information each side has,6 and what information each side still needs. This process creates small successes, and shows
both sides that it is possible to agree with the opponent,7 at least with
respect to these smaller, informational issues. In short, the information
exchange builds positive momentum.
2.

Educating the Neutral

The second function of the information exchange is to educate the
neutral about the nature of the dispute. Once the neutral knows what the
parties are arguing over," an informed recommendation is possible on
whether to use mediation, arbitration, or a video trial to resolve the
dispute.9
3.

Saving Time and Money

The last function of the information exchange is to avoid the costs
and delays of formal discovery. Many observers of our litigation system
have noted that formal discovery is woefully inefficient. Even the United
6. If a party refuses to cooperate in gathering the information requested by the other side, four
basic options are available. First, the request for information might be restructured in a different
form, and thus made unobjectionable. Second, the requesting party may retaliate by withholding
information from the objecting party until an acceptable compromise is reached. Third, the
requesting party might withdraw the request either because the objection is valid, the requested
information is not worth the effort (because the results of the private court system are not binding
anyway), or appropriate adjustments to one's ultimate settlement position can be made later in order
to compensate for the lack of information. Fourth, the parties can opt out of the private court system
and litigate their dispute.
7. What if a participant suspects that an opposing party is not telling the truth? Parties who fail
to tell the truth in formal discovery may go to prison; more realistically, they can be impeached in
front of the jury deciding their case. A private court stem cannot send such persons to prison, but
parties can be asked to sign sworn affidavits verifying the truth of the information they provide. Such
affidavits can be explicitly drafted so as to be admissible in any future public court proceeding. Since
parties typically do not know, during the information exchange, whether the private court system will
actually work, they still face the possibility of putting their case before a jury in the pulic court
system. Thus, the same threat of impeachment before a jury is generally available in both court
systems.
8. Some parties are quite candid and insightful about the true merits of their case. These parties
can immediately identify the exact source of their conflict for the neutral. For example, both sides
might aLree that a case involves substantial damages, but they will disagree on the percentage of the
plaintiff's contributory negligence. Other parties lack both candor and insight. In such cases, the
neutral needs an opportunity to get oriented in the case, and to reach an independent judgment
concerning the positions staked out by each side.
9. Which settlement procedure to use depends on many factors, most of which are unique to
each case. Chief among these factors are: whether the parties are willing to reconsider their
evaluations, whether liability is conceded, how much the parties differ with respect to damage
evaluations, the parties' comfort level in front of juries, their trust of the neutral, their desire for a day
in court, the cost and complexity of going to trial, and the amount of time and money they are willing
to spend on alternative dispute resolution (ADR).

A
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States Congress has roused itself into addressing this problem.1" Those
interested in Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) for its cost savings
should be keenly interested in ways to make the sharing of information
less expensive. The information exchange, with its emphasis on early, voluntary cooperation, is a simple way for both sides to save time and money.
As a practical matter, the information exchange centers on the information checklist. The checklist guides the telephone conference call
through a discussion of five major areas: official pleadings; uniform questions; documents, photographs, medical records and reports; interviews;
and experts. All of the information provided in the exchange is preliminary. Parties can add to or change their responses as they learn more
about the case.
a.

Official Pleadings

The checklist first leads the parties to think about, and then discuss,
what they intend to do with any official pleadings that may be outstanding. For example, if the plaintiff has served the defendant with a summons and complaint, do the parties wish to have the defendant answer, or
can the period for serving an answer be extended pending completion of
the private court system? The same issue is presented with respect to
other pleadings, as well as with any outstanding formal discovery such as
interrogatories and demands for production of documents.
The private court system is not intended to slow down the formal
litigation process. The parties can still proceed with formal litigation
while they proceed in the private court system. However, once the parties start cooperating on private court system procedures, they often start
to cooperate on the formal litigation as well, saving each other significant
time and money.
b.

Uniform Questions

The next area covered by the checklist is the gathering of information through uniform questions. Properly drafted written questions are
an extremely efficient way of gathering certain kinds of information. To
capitalize on this efficiency, the private court system uses a unique set of
10. Currently, changes to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure are taking effect which aim to
solve some of these discovery problems. See Fed. R. Civ. P. 26 (taldng effect Dec. 1, 1993). Like the
information exchange described in this article, the new Federal Rules envision a system in which
lawyers cooperate with each other on pretrial discovery. See id. (specifying that "[e]xcept as
otherwise stipulated ... , a party shall, without waiting a discovery request, provide" pretrial
information to the other parties). While the information exchange elicits that cooperation using the
self-interest of the parties, under the new Federal Rules, Congress mandates cooperation under the
threat of sanctions. Also, the private court system encourages attorney cooperation from start to
finish; attorneys operating under the new Fedel Rules are expected to cooperate with opponents
during the discovery process, and then oppose those same opponents later at trial.
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uniform questions for use by plaintiffs and defendants in personal injury
cases." During the conference call, the parties are free to request that
their opponent produce answers to any of these questions. If parties have
additional questions which are not found on the uniform list, they can
submit the additional questions during the conference call as well.
c.

Documents, Photographs, Medical Records, and
Reports

The checklist next leads the parties to discuss what they wish to see
in the area of documents, photographs, medical records and reports.
Such routine materials are quickly identified and freely exchanged.
d.

Interviews

Next on the checklist are interviews. To save time and money, the
private court system encourages the parties to use informal interviews in
place of formal depositions. Cooperation in granting such interviews
feeds on itself.'" Such informal interviews can give parties an excellent
feel for the-case. The parties are free to take depositions if they so
choose. However, the parties quickly recognize that such demands for
depositions often lead to similar demands from the other side. For example, defense counsel in a shp and fall injury case at a retail store might
insist that plaintiff depose, rather than interview, the store manager.
Faced with that uncooperative defense posture, the plaintiff may reciprocate by insisting that the defendant depose, rather than interview, the
plaintiff's spouse. Some might label such behavior as childish. And perhaps the behavior is childish. But the larger point is that the information
exchange preserves the balance of power between the parties. In the private court system, the participants learn fairly quickly that what goes
around comes around.
e.

Experts

The last area covered by the checklist is experts. It is interesting to
note that personal injury attorneys often agree on what an opposing
expert is likely to say, even though they disagree with the substance of the
hostile conclusions.
11. In essence, these uniform questions are pattern interrogatories for personal injury cases.
They are similar to what one would find in personal injury law firms across the country.
12. In one recent case, the author discovered that opposing counsel had agreed, on their own
initiative, that each side would videotape the witnesses to show to the jurors at a video trial. They
agreed to provide each other with copies of the edited tapes. Since theyhad tried cases opposite each
other in the past and knew each other to be honorable, and since both parties would see the other's
tapes prior to the video trial, they also agreed that neither side needed to cross examine the other
side's witnesses. Both sides saved six billable hours.
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In such a situation, the private court system encourages parties to
avoid the cost of obtaining the predictable, expert conclusions. Instead,
likely expert conclusions are stipulated to, and the negotiations move on
13
to other, more important issues.
The five areas set forth on the checklist (pleadings, uniform questions, documents, interviews, and experts) are discussed by the parties
and the neutral during the conference call. During the call, the parties
have a chance to get the information they need from the other side, and
vice versa. The conference call then results in a written information plan.
The plan can be modified as new information is developed. Additional
conference calls can be conducted as they are needed. The written plan
then concludes by noting the agreed upon time and place for conducting
the mediation, arbitration, or video trial.
After the information exchange, both sides generally have obtained
the facts they need to reach a reliable evaluation of their case. The stage
is thus set for closing the case. The private court system offers three
avenues for reaching a settlement: mediation, arbitration 4 , or video
trial. 15
C.

MEDIATION

There are probably as many definitions of mediation as there are
mediators. As used in this article, mediation means the use of a dispute
resolution expert to add a neutral perspective, break negotiation impasses,
and generate momentum toward a voluntary settlement. In other words,
mediation means sitting down with a negotiation umpire to work out a fair
deal.
13. Such stipulations occur most frequently in cases set for mediation. The informality of the
mediation room allows the parties to adopt a more relaxed attitude toward routine expert opinions.
Moreover, participants in mediation typicall do not pay much attention to expert opinions, and often
adopt the attitude that "we all know both sides can pay an expert to say anything they want." In cases
set for video trial, stipulations of the sort discussed here are more rare. They are usually only possible
between counsel who have studied many videotaped jury deliberations andwho fully appreciate the
fact that (like mediation participants) jurors also ignore the experts, especially on certain issues.
14. Arbitration is a procedural option which is generally appropriate in two scenarios. The first
is in smaller personal injuy cases in which liability is clear. The attractiveness of arbitration is relative
to the parties' litigation costs and potential recovery. Second, arbitration is useful to make the results
of a video trial binding. In such a scenario, the arbitrator is bound by the terms of the arbitration
agreement to make an award consistent with the verdicts reached at the video trial.
15. Mediation and the video trial are not necessarily mutually exclusive. Sometimes parties will
agree to mediate, knowing that if the mediation does not succeed they can move into a video trial
forum. On several occasions, the author has scheduled such a "fallback" video trial for 4:00 p.m. on
the same day a mediation is scheduled. Psychologically speaking, this scheduling technique brings
the courthouse steps right into the mediation room. It forces the parties to choose between making
further concessions or proving their cases in the video trial. Usuall arties choose not to prove their
case in the video trial. In the majority of the cases in which this flalck video trial is scheduled, the
disputes are settled through mediation.
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The private court system strongly encourages both parties to send
decision-makers with real settlement authority to the mediation conference. 16 Prior to the mediation, the parties receive a letter from the neutral explaining that "real settlement authority" means a person who has
the power to accept the opponent's current demand or offer.' 7
The actual mediation begins in a conference room large enough to
seat all of the parties. The mediator establishes the ground rules and
creates a positive negotiating atmosphere through the introductory comments.' 8 Each side begins by acknowledging the strengths in the other
side's case. For many advocates, this is an unusual and difficult task.' 9
Each side is warned, prior to the mediation, that they will be expected to
identify the strengths in the opposing case. Each side then has an opportunity to advocate for their own point of view 2 ° in which they estimate a
range of likely verdicts, from a conservative to a liberal outcome. 2 '
16. The author has found that having persons with real authority present drastically increases the
opportunity for a successful mediation. There may be several reasons for this. First, decision-makers
tend to be busy people who cannot afford to waste time on unsuccessful mediations. Second,
p ersonal injury evaluations are tied to human intangibles, which are best appreciated in a face-toface encounter. Third, having the key people present imbues the process with a balance and a sense
of personal respect for the opposing side. And fourth, personal attendance by the decision maker
eliminates the ability of either side to hide behind an absent, higher authority.
17. Most mediations are attended by the injured plaintiff, who is always free, in theory, to accept
little or nothing from the defendant. If there is a "lack of authority" problem at a personal injury
mediation, it is likely to be on the defense side. From the author's practice, it has appeared that
relatively few insurance companies have the ability to send representatives to medation with
authority sufficient to meet the plaintiff's opening demand. From a settlement perspective, though,
it is still important for both parties to think seriously about how far they are willing to stretch before
they arrive at mediation.
18. The mediator first explains that the mediation process is confidential. The mediator points
out that the reason for keeping the process confidential is to allow the parties to be candid. The
parties are then each encouraged to briefly describe their family background and tell the assembled
group about their education and careers. The mediator also reminds the parties that the mediation
process works best when the parties candidly admit their weaknesses rather than trying to bluff the
other side into believing they have a perfect case.
19. Our adversarial legal system does not expect lawyers in a negotiation setting to show any
weakness or to acknowledge anything decent about the opponent; but success in a conciliatory
process like mediation is made easier when both sides demonstrate that they genuinely appreciate the
other side's position. In fact, the advocates who are most effective in a mediation are those who can
express their opponent's case with more enthusiasm and conviction than can the opponent. Having
won the attention and respect of the other side, the skillful advocate systematically demonstrates the
flaws and weaknesses in that case, and thus demonstrates why his own position is more reasonable
and fair.
20. The author has been consistently disappointed with the quality of advocacy displayed by
most lawyers and adjusters at the mediation tab e. While many of these professionals seem to have
the ability to see the dispute from the other side's point of view, they generally do not understand the
importance of making the other side feel that they have been understood. Furthermore, most
professionals almost never bring any visual aids into the mediation room. Instead, even very
persuasive and well qualified attorneys come to the mediation table prepared to do nothing but throw
words at the other side. Thus, the informality of mediation, which is one of its chief strengths, is also
perhaps one of its more subtle weaknesses.
21. The mediator normally does not reveal a party's estimated verdict ranges to the other side.
Instead, the verdict ranges are used to determine exactly where the parties' analyses differ. This
helps to focus attention on the areas of real conflict. Knowing the estimated verdict ranges also allows
the mediator to cut through much of the posturing that can otherwise bog down the process. If the
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All of this typically takes about two hours. The parties then break
into separate rooms, with the mediator shuttling back and forth offering
each side's settlement proposals. During these shuttle negotiations, the
mediator also provides each party with a confidential, neutral assessment
of the strengths of each side's case. These shuttle negotiations continue
until an agreement is reached. Typically they consume the rest of the day,
or as long as the schedules of the parties will permit.
D.

ARBITRATION

Another procedure used to close cases in the private court system is
arbitration. Arbitration is especially useful for resolving smaller personal
injury cases.99
The arbitration process used in the private court system is simple. It
roughly follows the format of a trial. Each party makes an opening statement.23 Each side offers evidence and testimony. 24 Each side then
makes a closing statement725 After the parties have concluded presenting
evidence and making arguments, the arbitrator weighs the evidence and
makes an award, often within ten days. 26 The award is usually binding on
the parties under a local arbitration statute.
Sometimes the parties will agree to make the award binding, but only
within certain limits. In such a case, the parties negotiate a high/low
estimates are widely divergent, they serve as a warnin that the mediation may not be successful and
that the parties should begin considering a video trial.
22. Smaller cases are more likely to be arbitrated because the range of potential jury awards is
likely to be small. The parties thus are more likely to believe that the arbitration award will fall within
that smaller range of acceptable figures.
23. The opening statement in most personal iniury cases lasts about five minutes. Its purpose is
to alert the abitrator to the issues each side beieves are most important. Psychologically, the
opening statement also allows the lawyers to establish themselves and to impress any important
constituents who may be in attendance.
24. While there is no formal limit to the length of the hearings, most personal injury arbitration
hearings last from two to three hours. During the-hearing, the parties are free to offer any documents
and testimony they wish to present, as the rules of evidence do not apply in most arbitrations.
However, the parties are free to modify this arrangement. For example, they can agree that the rules
of evidence will be applied, or that a modified version of the rules of evidence will be applied. The
most common modification is for both sides to agree, in advance of the hearing, as to exactly what
evidence will be offered and accepted by the parties. Such an agreement protects both sides from
unfair surprise and frees the arbitrator from making evidentiary rulings.
25. Closing arguments typically take less than 30 minutes. The author has found that the most
successful closing arguments are those which make specific recommendations on fault percentages
and damage amounts and which recite the facts, evidence, and arguments supporting each specific
recommendation.
26. The 10 day grace period allows the parties enough time to submit any additional documents
or evidence to the arbitrator. It also allows the arbitrator time to ponder what type of award is most
appropriate.
27. See, e.g., N.D. CEr. CODE § 32-29.2-01 (Supp. 1993) (providing that agreements to
submit a controversy to arbitration are valid, enforceable, and irrevocable, except as such grounds
exist for revocation of a contract).
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agreement, which establishes a ceiling and a floor for the award.2 Often,
the terms of this agreement are not disclosed to the arbitrator. 29
E.

VIDEO TRIALS

The last, and in many ways the most interesting, procedure for closing cases in the private court system is the video trial. 30
In a nutshell, a video trial is an abbreviated presentation3 1 of each
side's case to eighteen lay jurors3 2 who are representative of the local trial
venue.3 3 These lay people are then broken into two separate nine person
28. For example, assume the parties agree to a high result of $100,000 and a low result of
$50,000. If the arbitrator awards $30,000, the final result is bumped up to the floor of $50,000. If the
arbitrator awards $150,000, the final result is reduced to the ceiling of $100,000. Any award between
the floor and the ceiling stands as written.
29. One of the concerns trial lawyers have expressed about arbitration is the tendency of some
arbitrators to "split the difference" between the two sides. This concern is well-founded, since most
arbitrators want to appear balanced and fair to both sides. An agreement not to disclose the positions
of the parties removes this objection, however. It also makes the drafting of an arbitration award a
more unsettling process.
30. The video trial is suited to accommodate a wide range of personal injury cases. Generally
speaking, the video trial is appropriate in most cases in which the credibility of the parties or the
witnesses is an important component of a case evaluation. More specifically, video trials are
appropriate in cases in which liability is disputed, since liability disputes tend to polarize parties in a
way tat damage disputes do not. Another type of case well suited for the video trial is a case in
which the negotiating gap between the parties is very large or a case in which the parties are
especially entrenched in their evaluations, giving them little confidence that their gap can be fairly
bridged in a conciliatory process like mediation. It is also a useful procedure when one or both
parties need to have their "day in court."
The copyrighted term "video trial" was coined by the author to describe the process of using
videotaped jury deliberations to settle cases. One can distinguish the video trial process from the
"summary jury trial" (SJT) process used in federal court. The SJT generally does not allow for
testimony by live witnesses, typically involves only one jury, and general y does not allow videotaping
of the jry'us deliberations. See generaly The summary Jury Trial and Other Alternative Methods of
Dispute Resolution, 103 F.R.D. 465 (1984) (describing the Summary Jury Trial process as proposed
by
Judge Thomas
Lambros).
is also
useful to
distinguish
the
trial from
"minitrial"
is sometimes
usedIt as
generic
term
covering
all video
abbreviated
jurythe "minitrial." The
sometimes used
and
in ADR statutes
to amean
a trial
in which
the representatives
of the proceedings,
parties serve on
a
154.024
(Supp.a dispute
1994). The
videotheir
trialprincipals.
an also be
ury
to resolve
between
See distinguished
"mock
e.g. Tex. Civ.from
Prac.a &
Rem. trial,"
Code which
Ann.
describes a private jury trial organized by one party to confidentially evaluate the strengths
of his or
her case. See Cathy E. Bennett et al., How to Conduct a Meaningful & Effective
Voir Dire in
Criminal Cases, 46 SMU L. Rev. 659, 660-61 (1992). Finally, the video trial can be distinguished
from a "shadow jury," which refers to the hiring of private individuals to sit in the spectator section of
the public courtroom and provide counsel with objective, lay reactions as the trial unfolds. Id. at 661.
31. A video trial can last as long as the parties wish. However, none of the video trials described
in
this article
Ionger than
ninetohours.
MostThese
personal
cases involving liability and
damage
issueshave
can lasted
be concluded
in four
six hours.
timeinjury
estimates
include the trial itself
along with the time taken for the jury deliberations.
32. The number of jurors does vary from case to case. However, the author has
become
comfortable with having two groups of nine jurors each. A group of nine jurors seems to generate the
widest ranging discussion among the jurors without them becoming unwieldy. Smaller and larger
grups have been successfully used, however. Since each juror needs to be paid, much depends-on
the budgets of the parties.
33. Of keen interest to most observers is the source and quality of the jurors. They are usually
selected from the county in which the case is venued, or one that is demographically similar to the
trial venue. The jurors are paid from $25 to $100, depending on the case. Professional jurors are not
used, and each person only serves one time.
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juries, and their deliberations are videotaped.3 4 The process gives the
parties their day in court,3 and provides an objective evaluation 36 of the
strengths and weaknesses of their case. In a video trial, the parties
demonstrate the strengths of their case, rather than merely talking about
them. The goal of the video trial is to settle the case out of court on its
true merits.
The key to a successful video trial is for the advocates on both sides
to think like lay jurors. Most personal injury cases tend to turn on questions of fact, questions which are usually within the province of the jury. 37
Thus, in putting together a successful video trial, the question almost
always is: What information will a jury use to decide this case? This singular emphasis on the jurors' state of mind is different from the public
court system, in which the advocates must concern themselves with a host
of other matters, such as the trial peculiarities of the judge and the need
38
to create a record for appeal.
With that juror perspective in mind, the mechanics of the video trial
will be explored in finer detail. First, the neutral3 9 gets the video trial
started with approximately fifteen minutes of introductory comments.
During these comments, the jurors learn the basic facts, are shown the
verdict form, and are read the jury instructions. In fact, each juror usually
receives a written packet of materials which includes: a statement of basic
34. The video camera is not attended by an operator. Rather, it is placed on a tripod, in plain
view of the jurors. The author has noted that most jurors do take notice of the camera as the
deliberations begin; however, the intensity of the discussions quickly causes most jurors to ignore and
then forget about the presence of the camera.
35. The term "court" is used rather loosely here. The author has recently completed
construction of a private courtroom in Houston, Texas which was built especially to accommodate the
video trial process. It is dignified and fairly formal in its appearance. However, most of the video
trials described in this article have been conducted in a suite of hotel conference rooms, with none of
the attributes of a courtroom except for counsel tables and an occasional American flag.
36. The objectivity of the evaluation depends, of course, on the objectivity of the jurors. Most
trial lawyers rely upon the voir dire process to ensure that only favorable, or at least objective, jurors
are chosen. Because of time restraints, live voir dire is usually not conducted at a video trial. Instead,
jurors fill out a detailed questionnaire prior to the video trial, which explores many of the areas
typically inquired into during voir dire. This gives parties a feel for the jurors who will hear their case.
The questionnaire also helps to eliminate jurors who obviously should not serve.
This juror selection system is simple, and works extremely well for most cases. Most video trial
results are not binding on the parties; they simply take them for what they are worth. More
sophisticated voir dire opportunities, including live voir dire, are available in binding video trials. All
ofthose opportunities, of course, cost money, and are thus available subject to the budget restrictions
of the parties.
37. The author has been involved in a small number of personal injury cases which have
presented unique questions of law, but in the overwhelming majority of personal injury cases, the law
is well established. The unknowns in such cases, the real uncertainties which truly impede
settlement, are not the legal questions decided by the court. Rather, they are the factual issues
decided by the jury, matters such as the liability breakdowns, causation, and reasonable damages.
38. This procedural simplicity has allowed numerous insurance adjusters to present their own
case at the video trial, without the need of hiring defense counsel. This is especially true in small
cases. Most of the jurors have responded well to the adjusters' blunt, unadorned style.
39. The neutral is the person serving as the judge at the video trial. Most often this person is the
mediator in charge of settling the case.
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facts,40 a verdict form,4 ' the jury instructions,42 the parties' written exhib40. The basic facts provided at this point in the video trial are very simple. For example, the
basic facts in a typical slip and fall case are as follows:
Early on the evening of August 12, 1989, nine year old Thomas Vega entered the Parkway
Bingo building. He states that he slipped on a wet spot on the floor, fell, and was injured.
Plaintiff asserts the wet spot was caused by a leak in the roof. Defendant, Parkway Bingo,
denies the roof was leaking, and asserts that Vega caused his own injuries.
41. Unlike the verdict form in the public court system, the verdict form in a private court system
can be crafted in any way the parties choose. In drafting the verdict form, the key point for the
parties to keep in mind is that ihe verdict form controls the jurors' discussion. Any question asked
will be debated and answered. Therefore, in order for the video trial to result in setled cases, the
verdict form must address the genuine issues separating the parties. A typical verdict form in a case
stemming from a head-on collision is described below:
I. PLEASE RATE THE FOLLOWING ASPECTS OF THIS CASE:
Poor

Overall impression of Daniel Campbell
Overall impression of Paul Harris
II.

Excellent

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

10
10

How DO YOU EVALUATE FAULT FOR THIS INCIDENT?
Paul Harris

-%

Daniel Campbell
Total

-

-%

100%

11.
WHAT AMOUNT, IF ANY, WOULD FAIRLY COMPENSATE DANIEL CAMPBELL IN THE
FOLLOWING CATEGORIES FOR INJURIES SUSTAINED AS A RESULT OF THIS ACCIDENT:
Medical Expenses, past and future
$
Loss of Productive Time
$
Pain, Discomfort and Mental Anguish
$__
Permanent Impairment & Disability
$__
Loss of Consortium (Spousal Services)
$__
Total
$___

The amount Daniel Campbell will actually receive is computed by taking the total damages from
section III times Paul Harris's fault percentage in section II.
42. A typical set of jury instructions from a case in which liability was not disputed is presented

below:
I.

Burden of Proof
The plaintiff has the burden of proving the essential elements of his claim by the greater weight
of the evidence. Evidence is of greater weight if, when considered and compared with opposing
evidence, it is more persuasive and convinces you that what a party seeks to prove is more likely true
than not true.

II.

Credibility
You, the members of the jury must judge the credibility of the witnesses. Each witness is
presumed to have told the truth. But if you cannot reconcile the evidence and testimony, you have
the right to determine what to believe, based on all of the facts or circumstances.
III. Elements of Damages
Damages, if allowed, should be adequate to fairly compensate for the detriment suffered. You
may consider each of the following items of claimed injury if they were caused by the incident in
question:

A. Medical Expenses
The reasonable value of all medical expenses that have been or will be required in the treatment
of the Plaintiff.
B. Loss of Productive Time
The reasonable value of the productive time, if any, necessarily lost by the plaintiff since the
injury or to be lost in the future because of the injury.
C. Pain, Discomfort and Mental Anguish
Reasonable compensation for pain, discomfort and mental anguish plaintiff has suffered or will
suffer in the future,
D. Permanent Disability
Reasonable compensation for permanent injuries or lasting impairment of health, mind or
person. The destruction or impairment of any physical function is a proper element of damages.
IV. Life Expectancy
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its, and a notepad and pen. a3 This introduction gives the jurors an idea of
what the case is about, and what issues should be focused on during the

trial.
During the introductory comments, the jurors are told what effect
their verdicts will have, i.e., whether or not the verdicts will be binding.
If the verdicts are not binding, the neutral impresses upon the jurors how
important their verdicts are to the parties. 4 Every effort is made to
ensure that the jurors take their jobs seriously. Of the seventy plus trials
conducted to date, the author has been disappointed in the deliberations
of only one jury. That disappointment was due not to a lack of seriousness but rather to the hidden bias of one juror.45
After the introductory comments, brief opening statements are made
by each side. 46 The plaintiffs and defendants then present their evidence
and testimony to the jury. The parties can call live witnesses, 41 show videotapes, read depositions, produce photographs, and explain medical
reports and records.48 In short, both lawyers make their key points and
Daniel Campbell was 43 years old at the time of the accident and had an average life expectancy
of 75.
V. Quotient Verdict
If you award damages to the plaintiff, you must avoid using a"quotient" verdict method. The
"quotient verdict" method is one by which you agee, in advance, to have each juror write down an
amount, add the amounts together, and then divide the total to arrive at an aw . Such a method of
agreeing in advance to split the difference between differing views are illegal and must not be used.
43. The jurors are encouraged to take notes if they are comfortable in doing so. They are also
told that they will have a chance to write out their questions at the end of the trial and that the
lawyers will attempt to answer them to the extent possible. In practice, few of the jurors' questions
are actually answered. But the process of allowing the jurors to ask questions does tell the lawyers
what most troubles the jurors about the case.
44. The jurors are told, for example, that the video trial is not an exercise or an experiment. The
neutral tells the jurors that the case is an actual dispute which his or her office is responsible for
resolving in a fair manner. In cases in which the verdicts are not binding, the jurors are told that they
could just as well be binding because the results will have a profound effect on how the case is
ultimately resolved. The neutral also emphasizes how much money has been spent by both sides in
reliance upon the fairness and honesty of the jurors.
45. The case referred to involved a motor vehicle accident with facts very similar to an accident
which killed the father of one of the jurors. That juror did not disclose the circumstances of her
father's death until the deliberations began. Once she told the other jurors how her father died, they
were inhibited from speaking their minds for fear of insulting that juror.
This particular case illustrates why a private court system can afford to be somewhat loose about
juror selection in cases in which the verdicts are not binding: the prejudices of the jurors become
very obvious on the videotape, and the parties can then adjust their settlement positions up and down,
as the circumstances warrant.
46. The content of the opening statements varies from case to case and lawyer to lawyer. Some
cases lend themselves to longer comments, some to shorter comments. It is usually important,
however, for the jurors to hear something from the defense during the opening section of the video
trial because if not done so, a good portion of the trial will be over before the jurors ever hear from
the defense.
47. Interestingly, experienced defense counsel will sometimes have their insured client appear
at the video trial, but not call him or her to testify. This tactic is used, for example, in cases in which
liability is not disputed. The idea to humanize the defendant without wasting valuable time or
insulting the jury with meaningless small talk.
48. In practice, the parties are given a certain amount of time in front of the jury, and within
that time limit, they are free to do almost anything they want in order to persuade the jurors. How
the case is presented to the jury is limited only by the creativity of counsel. The process is open when
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produce for the jurors the highlights of their case in the most efficient
manner.
Finally, each side makes a closing argument with the plaintiff usually
reserving time for rebuttal. These closing arguments are much like the
arguments found in a public trial, but generally are shorter in length.
Depending on the schedule, closing arguments at a video trial can be as
short as ten minutes, or as long as one hour.49 Typically, the entire video
trial takes from two to six hours, depending on the case.
After the parties have presented their case, the jurors are broken into
two small groups and placed into two separate rooms. Their deliberations
are videotaped.
After the juries end their deliberations, the parties are given a chance
to study the videotapes. They then meet for about one hour and attempt
to resolve the case. Each side is given a brief opportunity to explain what
they liked and did not like about the video trial. Typically, the winning
party emphasizes the favorable verdicts, while the losing party complains
about the various procedural items leading to the unfavorable result. The
shrewd neutral allows this to go on for about an hour, just long enough to
distinguish the legitimate arguments from the self-serving posturing.
The parties are then confronted with the merits of the case, and the case
is brought to a conclusion based on the reasonable lessons taught by the
two juries.5 °

compared to a public trial. One generally accepted rule, however, is that live witnesses are subject to
cross-examination. The time required for conducting all presentations is counted against the party
having control of the floor. For example, a cross-examination is counted against the party doing the
cross.
49. One frustration the author has experienced in conducting video trials is the tendency of
lawyers to waste time on formalities which reduces the time for closing arguments. The closing
summations are more important in a video trial than in a longer public trial, for a variety of reasons.
First, the jurors are still relatively new to the case, and their opinions have not had as much of a
chance to harden as they have by the end of a public trial. Second, since video trial jurors participate
voluntarily, many are genuinely challenged by the prospect of filling out the verdict form in a fair
manner; they are eagerly looking for guidance on how to do so. Third, the entire video trial is still
quite fresh in the jurors' minds, increasing the odds that they will understand detailed references
made in the closings.
50. Litigants tend to ignore points of view which differ from their own. They need to be
reminded that not everyone on the jury agreed with them. To aid in the settlement process, the
neutral often prepares two separate summaries of juror comments, one for each side. These
summaries often contain direct, blunt statements from the jurors which undermine the ositions of
each party. At an appropriate time in the settlement discussion, the neutral produces these
summaries, and asks the parties to review the comments. This reading usually helps generate
settlement momentum.
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The Private Court System and Fairness
A.

WHAT FAIR MEANS

The American Heritage Dictionary defines "fair" as: "just; equitable
Black's Law Dictionary defines
... consistent with rules; permissible."'
"fair" as "[h]aving the qualities of impartiality and honesty; free from
5 2
prejudice, favoritism and self interest. Just; equitable; even-handed.1
Unfortunately, these definitions all suffer from a certain bootstrapping
quality. One person's bias is another person's equity. A claim adjuster or
defense attorney can look at a settlement proposal, apply the definitions
described above and honestly conclude that the figures are fair; a plaintiff's attorney can look at the same settlement proposal, apply the same
definitions, and honestly conclude that the figures are unfair.
Fortunately, insurance adjusters and plaintiff's attorneys do not rely
upon dictionary definitions when settling cases. Rather, both sides generally agree, as a practical matter, that a fair settlement is what a local jury
would award in the case. That is not a philosophically satisfying formulation, but it works.
B.

FAIRNESS OF THE INFORMATION EXCHANGE

This section addresses the fairness of the information exchange in
the context of whether the information exchange contributes to or closely
approximates the result one would reach if the case were tried to a local
jury. The section goes on to address the advantages and disadvantages of
the information exchange when compared to the formal discovery system
available in the public court system.
1. Speed
The information exchange may be faster than formal discovery
because the parties voluntarily produce all of the requested information
instead of forcing the other side to extract that information under threat
of subpoena and sanction. With the information exchange, parties continue the exchanging process until they have all the information they feel
is necessary to evaluate the case. This interestingly is also the stated goal
of the formal discovery system.' Thus, crucial information is equally
available under both systems. However, the timetable for the information
exchange is one of weeks, rather than the months or years found under
the formal discovery system. To the extent that justice delayed is justice
51. American Heritage Dictionary 252 (2d college ed. 1989).
52. Black's Law Dictionary 595 (6th ed. 1990).
53. See Fed. R. Civ. P. 1 (providing that the discovery rules "shall be construed... to secure the
just, speedy, and inexpensive determination of every action.").
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denied, the information exchange seems to be fairer than formal
discovery.
2.

FinancialCosts

By taking advantage of the areas in which the parties have no disa4
greement, the information exchange narrows the scope of the dispute.With the information exchange, each side is challenged to focus on what
really is important in their analysis of the case. Parties do not have to pay
their lawyers to spend months or years conducting discovery. Moreover,
in the information exchange, the parties generally stipulate as to what will
be stated by the experts. As part of this streamlined process, superfluous
or unimportant expert opinions are discarded. In this way, the parties no
longer have to pay for experts to testify in ways which the parties know
they will ultimately testify.
All of these cooperative procedures save time and money. Moreover,
both sides have the opportunity to opt out of the private court system if
the opposing side does not behave fairly, i.e., does not provide the kind of
information which would be produced in the public court system.
3.

The Cooperation Dividend

The information exchange is not coercive. Instead, it gives the parties control over the methods and deadlines for producing information.
This contrasts with the formal discovery system which compels the cooperation of the participants,-- and sets deadlines for the performance of
each discovery procedure. 6
In theory one could have a very coercive system and still produce fair
results. However, in real life, the practical reality is that people are more
likely to feel they are victims of an unfair system when that system is
coercive rather than voluntary.57
54. In the information exchange, the neutral conducts a conference call with the parties. Both
sides then list the information they need, explain why they need it, and decide on the most efficient
way to gather it. See supra section IIB.
55. See Fed. R. Civ. P. 37 (listing the penalties to be imposed for failure to cooperate in formal
discovery, which include assessin costs and fees, dismissal of a claim or defense, rendering of an
adverse judgment, and sanctions or contempt of court).
56. See generally Fed. R. Civ. P. 26-37 (establishing deadlines for discovery procedures).
57. The cooperation, in the information exchange feeds on itself. For example, if a plaintiff lets
down her guard slightly and consents to a personal interview rather than insisting on a formal
deposition, then the natural tendency is for the defendant to lower his guard and consent to a
personal interview as well. That cooperation begins to spiral and can even go beyond the confines of
the information exchange to produce a quick settlement of the entire dispute.
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No Overkill

The information exchange is specifically geared toward informal resolutions. The parties focus only on the information they need to successfully resolve their case.
The question in the mind of the advocate preparing for a mediation,
for example, is "what will I need to do well in the mediation forum?"
Mediation is a flexible, non-technical affair, in which the rules of evidence do not normally apply5 and in which most parties are generally
quite willing to make reasonable projections of what the admissible evidence is likely to be, should the case ultimately reach a jury. Thus, the
foundation and level of technical proof required in mediation appears to
be less than what would be required in the presence of a jury; the discovering party can keep that flexibility in mind during the information
exchange.
On the other hand, at best, the question in the mind of the advocate
conducting formal discovery is "what will I need to do well in front of a
public jury?" At worst, the question degenerates into "what can I demand
from the other side without being sancti6ned?" The stacks of unneeded
paperwork which characterize the formal discovery system are avoided in
the information exchange. The parties are not forced to pay for discovery
in anticipation of trials which never happen and are not forced to pay for
adversarial posturing for its own sake. In the information exchange, the
parties receive the benefit of their bargain.
5.

Intellectual Honesty

Most candid trial lawyers will generally agree that one of the most
important objectives in conducting formal discovery is to protect themselves from a legal malpractice claim. In this setting, the efficient sharing
and gathering of information is not always a high priority for either side.
By contrast, information sharing is the only function of the information exchange. In the information exchange, the parties and/or their
attorneys do not conduct needless discovery. Only information which is
essential to the case is exchanged between the parties. Again, less delay,
less cost, less coercion, more fairness.

58. See generally, Leonard L. Risldn, Mediation and Lawyers, 43 Ohio St. L.J. 29 (1982)
(providing an overview of mediation).
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THE FAIRNESS OF MEDIATION

This section compares the fairness of mediated settlements reached
with the assistance of a mediator,59 to the fairness of negotiated settlements reached without the assistance of a mediator.6°
These two settlement processes have much in common. Both can
occur anytime in the litigation or pre-litigation stage, both are informal,
and neither requires court intervention. 6 ' The negotiation dynamics of
both processes are also similar. An attorney advises his or her client on
what position to stake out in the negotiation process based (presumably)
on what a jury is likely to award in the case. The negotiations then go
back and forth, and a mutually agreed upon settlement figure is achieved.
However, two important differences exist between a mediated settlement
in the private court system and a negotiated settlement in the public court
system: timing and heightened understanding.
1. Timing
The first difference between the two systems is timing. Setting a
mediation date, in and of itself, generally tends to move a case toward
resolution. 2 The entire mediation process, in some respects, essentially
brings a case to its head. Mediation provides a firm deadline for getting
the parties away from their telephones, away from their desks and offices,
and focuses them on one specific case with the mutual goal of resolving
their dispute. Negotiation deadlines, on the other hand, are generally left
to the parties and their lawyers. Often no firm deadline is set. In such
instances, the parties generally do not get involved in serious settlement
negotiations until trial is imminent. A mediated settlement might therefore be more desirable than a negotiated settlement in this respect, not
because the ultimate settlement numbers are different, but because the
mediated outcome arises faster.'
59. See generally Riskin, supra note 58 (describing the mediation process).
60. See generally Joseph D. Harbaugh & Barbara Birtzke, The Negotiation Process 1988, at 17
(PLI Litig. & Admin. Practice Course Handbook Series No. H4-5047, 1988) (describing the
negotiation process).
61. Once a personal injury case is put into litigation, it frequently will take on a life of its own.
The parties start the process of adversarial discovery and often will not get around to serious
settlement negotiations until a trial date is imminent.
62. Many parties adopt the attitude that if a case does not settle in mediation, they will cease
further settlement efforts and prepare for trial.
63. There is no intrinsic reason why mediated settlements should occur quicker than negotiated
settlements in personal injury cases. In theory, the parties could just as easily negotiate a quick
resolution among themselves without the use of a mediator. The point, however, is that they
generally do not. There are a variety of reasons for this. The daily time pressures faced by both
adjusters and attorneys is significant. The bureaucracy of many insurance companies can inhibit the
decision-making process. There may also be conflicts between the plaintiff's lawyer and the
plaintiff. The parties on both sides of a personal injury case can produce many excuses for not getting
a case resolved. Given these dynamics, the mediator plays a useful role in simply getting the parties
to the table.
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2. Heightened Understanding
A second difference between mediated settlements and negotiated
settlements arises from the mediation struggle itself. Mediation is generally emotionally difficult for the parties. In an effective mediation, each
side is asked to give and take.6 The parties are confronted, both from
their opponent and the mediator, with the weaknesses of their case.
This direct, face-to-face contact with the adversary rarely occurs in
negotiated settlements. Rather, each side talks to their lawyer, and the
lawyers then talk to one another.65 The sense of struggle, the sense of
conflict, the sense of conflict resolution, the sense of fatigue and exhaustion so inherent in a mediation do not emerge when a case is negotiated
on the telephone over the course of several months or years. Thus, a
mediated settlement may be more desirable than a negotiated settlement
because the parties gain a more profound understanding of why the settlement is fair and more fully appreciate why the settlement may closely
approximate what a jury would be likely to award.
D.

FAIRNESS OF THE VIDEO TRIAL

Just as a trial provides the ultimate test of fairness in the public court
system, so too does the video trial provide the ultimate test of fairness in
the private court system. To be "fair" (as that term is being used in this
article) the video trial must produce verdicts similar to those one could
expect in a public jury trial.
Does the video trial produce such verdicts? The answer depends, in
part, on how one believes jurors reach their verdicts. Those who believe
that jurors need a long time to make up their minds may not be comfortable with the short video trials; those who believe that jurors make up
their minds quickly may be comfortable with short trials.
Trial consultants are not in accord as to how quickly or slowly jurors
reach decisions. The most aggressive position is set forth by trial consultant Donald Vinson. He asserts that up to 80%-90% of "all jurors come
66
to a decision during or immediately after the opening statements." If
such an assertion is true, then it would seem that most of our trials would
not be worth the effort and expense.
64. For example, it is the author's practice to ask each side to verbalize the major strengths of
the other side's case. This request comes at the beginning of the mediation session before either side
has had a chance to lay out their own case. As a tactic for getting the cases resolved, this exercise
works well. However, the process requires a considerable amount of energy and self-discipline.
65. For lay people who do not hold lawyers in high esteem, these lawyer-led negotiations are
very suspect. To such lay people, theprocess looks and feels like lawyers simply getting together
behind everyone's back and making a deal.
66. Donald E. Vinson, How to Persuade Jurors, 71 A.B.A. J., Oct. 1985, at 72.
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At the opposite end of the spectrum is trial consultant Boyll who
asserts that it takes jurors a substantial amount of time to reach their
verdicts.
There has been a long raging debate regarding when jurors
actually make up their minds. Some research many years ago
indicated that [80%] of jurors formulate their verdict by the
conclusion of opening statements. Our findings through the
utilization of shadow juries indicate that this is absolutely false.
Most of our shadow jurors have a difficult time even coming to a
tentative verdict at such an early stage ....
[Some jurors have
an early opinion, but] others sway like a tree in the wind,
chang67
ing their opinion regarding the verdict almost daily.
While researchers such as Vinson and Boyll may never agree on the
exact point in time that most jurors reach their decision, many sensible
reasons support the general proposition that a wisely designed abbreviated trial will produce verdicts similar to those produced by extended
trials.
First, jurors rely upon their own life experiences in reaching their
verdicts;6 8 the length of a trial generally will not change those experiences. Jurors are "anxious to use [their] background immediately to
resolve their own inner conflicts about the trial and have a comfortable
orientation from which to view it."69 Thus, the highly personal method by
which many jurors decide a case suggests that the results will be the same
whether the trial lasts a short or a long time.
Second, jurors understand and remember the start of a trial more
vividly than the rest of the proceeding.7 0 They operate at a heightened
level of attention at the beginning of a trial because they do not yet know
what the rules are or how they will perform in this new environment.
They are in an unfamiliar place, listening to people they have never met.
The competitive atmosphere surrounding voir dire has put them on their
best behavior. These courtroom dynamics suggest that a five hour video
trial may produce results similar to a five week public trial.
67. Jeffrey R. Boyll, How to Give Jurors What They Want: Lessons From a Shadow Jury, Inside
Litig., Aug. 1992 at 19, available in WESTLAW, JLR Database at '2. See also David Hughes &
Henry S. Hsiao, Does the Opening Determine the Verdict? Trial, Feb. 1986, at 66, 72 (noting that
"while opening statements play an important role for some jurors, most base their verdict on other
elements.").
68. In studying the videotaped deliberations of over 150 juries in the past four years, it has been
interesting to notehow much time jurors spend talking about themselves and how little time they
spend discussing the evidence and the arguments. Personal anecdotes and private experiences are
the only justifications many jurors offer in support of the positions they stake out in deliberations.
69. Vimson, supra note 66, at 74.
70. See Frank F. Haddad, Jr., The Criminal Case: The Opening Statement, Trial, Oct. 1979, at
34 (stating that at the start of the trial, the jurors are psychologically in the most receptive frame of
mind).
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Third, jurors rarely change their minds, regardless of the length of
the trial.7 ' Of course, most trial judges admonish jurors to keep an open
mind until the end of the deliberations. However, it is generally acknowledged that such instructions mean very little. Jurors quickly select and
decide "which evidence to attend to and remember as the trial proceeds.""2 Lawyers who do not have the jurors favoring their side after
several hours of trial are facing an uphill battle whether the trial lasts four
73
more hours or four more weeks.
Parties may be interested in the video trial for a variety of reasons,
not all of which are directly tied to the fact that video trial verdicts are
generally similar to public court verdicts. For example, some participants
in the private court system like the fact that the video trial gives them two
jury deliberations instead of one. They feel that the odds of getting a
result truly representative of the communities' opinion on a case doubles
when the number of jurors is doubled. Such clients have indicated that in
such situations there is a smaller chance of a runaway verdict because
each jury provides a check on the other.74
Perhaps even more fundamental to the issue of fairness is that video
trial deliberations can be studied because they are videotaped. After this
study, the parties get together to negotiate a voluntary resolution of the
issue. This ability to review and adjust the verdict is not available in the
public court system for a variety of reasons, chief of which is the fact that
75
jury deliberations in a public trial are held in private.
71. See Vinson, supra note 66, at 72 (noting that jurors do change their mind, but like the rest of
us, they would rather not).
72. Albert J. Moore, Trial By Schema: Cognitive Filters in the Courtroom, 37 UCLA L. Rev.
273, 304 (1989).
73. The private court system described in this article has been designed primarily for personal
injury cases. The videotaped deliberations of these jurors indicate that jurors in personal injury cases
seem to reach their decisions quite early, but not immediately after opening statements. Rather, it
a]pears that opinions seem to-crystallize for most personal injury jurors alter they have seen the
plaintiff testify about damages. Up until that point, most jurors appear to be in a state of flux. See
Joan K. Archer Rowland, Communication and Psychology Variables: Reasons to Reject the Summary
witnesses.")
testimony
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(footnote omitted). See also Walter F. Abbott et al., Mock Trials, Community Attitude Sureys,
Shadow Juries: A Round Table Discussion, Trial Diplomacy J., Spring 1988, at 10, 13 (stating that
"the real problem with realism [in abbreviated jury trials] has to do with having witnesses. You need
to have specific witnesses and that's very difficult to do."). Thus, any abbreviated jury trial of personal
injury cases must allow the jury to evaluate the plaintiff as a witness, or the results are not likely to
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74. The use of two juries also makes it difficult for the party losing the video trial to ignore the
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The videotaped deliberations allow the parties to genuinely understand the reasoning behind the juries' verdicts. Participants in the private
court system are not forced to accept a bald-faced verdict with no explanation. Instead, the parties watching videotaped deliberations see their
fellow citizens struggling with the evidence and the arguments presented
by both sides.7' They see the give and take in the jury room. They see
the jurors attempting to be fair. This gives them a keen understanding of
where the figures on the verdict form originated and helps in the settlement of the case.
Another issue of fairness is voir dire. Voir dire is perhaps the most
boring, yet most important part of any trial process.77 Many, if not all,
federal judges now examine the panel on behalf of the lawyers; counsel
are no longer able to engage potential jurors in actual discussion.78
Other judges restrict the amount and content of the questions counsel
may pose.79
Such limitations, however, are not present in the private court system in which the parties are free to design whatever jury selection procedure they may choose. Video trials offer voir dire as short or as long, as
brief or as complicated as the parties choose.8 0 Thus, a video trial is
arguably fairer than a public court trial because the parties have greater
input in selecting the jury.
One final advantage video trials may enjoy over public trials is that a
private trial can be focused on virtually any issue or question the parties
choose. Obviously parties in the public court system are free to admit
liability, or stipulate as to damages. But beyond that, they generally enjoy
little flexibility.8 ' In a private court system, however, the parties can write
76. For pur ses of getting cases settled, it is important that both sides see that someone on the
jury agrees with E em on some parts of the case. It is difficult to reach voluntary settlements when all
18 jurors find in favor of the same side. Faced with such an overwhelming defeat, many parties
overlook the weaknesses in their case and conclude that the video trial was rigged against them.
77. See Thomas A. Mauet, Fundamentals of Trial Techniques 13 (3rd ed. 1992) (stating that
some lawyers believe that "a case is largely won or lost by the time the jury has been selected.").
78. See id. at 16 (opining that the trend in federal courts is for the judge to conduct the entire
voir dire examination).
79. See id. at 17 (describing that judges, statutes, and court rules limit the scope of lawyer
questioning).
80. Video trials can provide for the same direct, lawyer-to-panel voir dire available in most
state trials. In practice, however, the parties rarely choose to pay for the extra time such voir dire
requires, especially when the verdicts in the video trial are not binding. Instead, private jurors are
often interviewed by the neutral over the telephone. Such telephone interviews inquire into the
obvious areas of potential bias pertinent to the facts of each case. Counsel then examine the results of
these interviews, and excuse jurors whom they do not want on the jury. Private jurors can also be
asked to complete an extensive written questionnaire prior to serving on the jury, the results of which
are shared with counsel prior to the video trial. Finaly, private trials can be structured to give the
lawyers a two-on-one discussion with each individual juror, away from the panel and the
spectators in the courtroom.
81. For example, in most rear-end collisions, defense counsel will often argue that plaintiff's
failure to look in the rear view mirror or some other such act constituted contributory negligence
even when liability is not in dispute. Moreover, prudent counsel may plead every cause or defense
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the verdict form any way they choose."2 This gives the parties the ability
to narrow the trial substantially, focusing their efforts only on those critical issues the parties could not resolve. In this manner, clients do not pay
for services they do not want or need simply because the system requires
them to do so.
Perhaps the bottom line on the issue of fairness is that parties are
forced to accept the result in a public court trial, while the parties are not
forced to accept the result in a video trial. Thus, unfair results can be
rejected after a video trial, but cannot be rejected in a public court trial.
Yet, of the seventy plus cases which have been submitted to the private
court system in the last four years, all but three have resulted in voluntary
settlement.83 If video trials were unfair, it would seem that the resolution
rate would not be so high.
IV.

STATISTICAL PROFILE OF SELECTED VIDEO TRIALS

The following table summarizes the results from video trials conducted in one private court system.8 The table does not include the fault
breakdowns from any of the video trials. The allocation of fault is important to understanding the final results in many of these cases.

imaginable, "just in case something turns up later." Such practices enlarge, rather than narrow, the
scope of litigated disputes.
82. For example, the parties might ask the juries to rate the quality of the two key witnesses with
the understanding that a good rating means the case will be settled for $100,000 and a bad rating
means the case will be settled for $50,000. Other parties might ask the jurors to choose one of two
competing versions of the facts. Still other parties might focus exclusively on causation. The possible
questions are endless.
83. See infra part IV (providing statistical information pertaining to the video trial).
84. The table provides results from First Court, Inc. and includes video trials conducted in
Minnesota, Montana, North Dakota, South Dakota, Texas, and Utah.
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Demand
$170,000

Automobile Injury Cases
Settlement
Video Trial Damage Awards
$35,000
$132,000 & $28,000

$40,000

$20,000

& $12,000

$16,500

auto., rear end
collision, young
female, soft tissue
injuries

$1.2 mill.

$350,00

& $725,000

$425,000

auto., open
intersection
collision, hand
amputation

$45,000

$45,00

&

$45,000

auto., rear end
collision, pass'r
injured

$150,000

$40,700

& $34,000

impasse

auto., soft tissue
injury

$80,000

$4,000

& $25,000

$15,000

auto., broadsided
on protected hwy.

$800,000

$70,000

& $70,000

$60,000

auto., intox. driver
injured intox. pass'r

$360,000

$30,000

& $45,000

$15,000

dirt bike collision
between 2 minors

$75,000

$9,000

& $17,600

$20,000

$31,000

$5,000

& $15,000

$10,000

auto., center line,
soft tissue injury

$247,000

$34,000

& $40,000

$50,000

truck, rear end
collision, soft
tissue injury

$135,000

$18,000

& $18,000

$35,000

auto.-ped.,
wrongful death
of elderly bachelor

$10 mill.

$4.7 mill. &

$4.0 mill.

$5 mill.

truck-auto. pileup,
severe brain injury

$2.5 mill,

$353,000 &

$180,000

confid.

auto., hip replaced
for elderly female,
phantom driver

$50,000

Description of Case
auto., intox. driver
injured intox. pass'r

auto., pass'r suffered
soft tissue injury
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Professional Negligence Cases

Demand
$14 mill.

Video Trial Damage Awards
$750,00
& $4 mill.

Settlement
$3 mill.

Description of Case
medical
malpractice,
cesarean birth
problems

$5 mill.

$50,000

& $610,000

confid.

nursing home
malpractice,
sanitation &
hygiene

$3 mill.

$1 mill.

& $0

$637,000

$207,000 & $215,000

confid.

wrongful
hysterectomy

$1 mill.

$0

& $0

impasse

medical
malpractice

$40,000

$8,000

& $5,000

$8,000

medical
malpractice,
vaginal sponge left
behind

$250,000

$100,000 & $18,200

$45,000

medical
malpractice,
sponge case

$90,000

$1,125

$30,000

dental malpractice,
elderly & sickly
dentist practicing
"stone age"
dentistry

& $600

allergic reaction,
bad birth
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Slip and Fall Tort Cases
Demand
$75,000

Video Trial Damage Awards
$24,000

Settlement
$21,000

Description of Case
slip and fall,
elderly female,
broken bones
(one jury only)

$100,000

$0

impasse

slip and fall, school
bleachers

$200,000

$150,000 & $200,000

$105,000

slip and fall,
elderly
female, broken hip,
$47,000 special
damages

$38,000

slip and fall,
ruptured
vertebrae

& $0

only
liability issue tried

$125,000

$10,750

& $5,000

$18,000

slip and fall, young
mother fractured
bone in foot

$80,000

$21,000

& $4,000

$14,000

slip and fall,
middle aged
woman in grocery
store

$300,000

$117,000 & $166,000

$100,000

slip and fall,
middle aged
woman, obese,
artificial knees

A
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Miscellaneous Tort Cases

Demand
$133,000

Video Trial Damage Awards
$60,000 & $45,000

$337,000

$53,000

& $150,000

Settlement
$41,000

$100,000

Description of Case
hunting accident,
plaintiff shot in
back
child shot in eye
with pellet gun

$373,000

$30,000

& $240,000

confid.

softball injury

$20 mill.

$7 mill.

& $3 mill.

confid.

severe burns to six
law officers

$40,000

$10,000

$9,800

dogbite to foot of
middle aged
female, no
permanent injury
(one jury only)

$365,000

$120,000 & $315,000

$105,000

brick wall
collapsed
crushed leg of
young boy

$220,000

47,000

& $62,000

$58,000

fireplace burn to
hands of toddler

$6,000

$0

& $o

civil assault charge
against municipal
court judge

Commercial Cases
Demand
$675,000

Video Trial Damage Awards
$350,000 & $349,000

Settlement

Description of Case

$125,000

construction
dispute,
statute of
limitations
issue not presented

$150,000

$55,000

$64,000

construction
dispute (one
jury only)

$125,000

$25,600

& $27,000

$42,500

construction site
accident,
damage to heavy
equipment

$4 mill.

$1 mill.

& $0

confid.

lender liability
action against
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CONCLUSION

The private court system described in this article is designed specifically for resolving personal injury cases. It is designed to resolve most
cases within sixty days of the date the injured claimant has reached maximum medical improvement. Mediation is used to resolve relatively modest disputes, while more intractable conflicts are resolved using a video
trial. The private court system includes various informal discovery procedures which allow the parties to prepare for mediation or a video trial in a
timely and cost effective manner.
The article also compares the fairness of the private court system
with the fairness of the public court system in terms of the similarity of
results between the two systems. Such a comparison cannot be made
directly since the private court system settles most cases and thus prevents them from reaching the public court system. Generally speaking,
however, the dynamics which produce results in both systems appear to
be similar, with the private system generally producing results faster and
at less cost. However, the verdicts in the private court system are generally not binding. As can be seen from the verdicts achieved in video trials
to date, this lack of coercion can be a boon or a bane, depending on the
case and one's position in it.

